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Introduction

Over the last two decades the category ‘complementiser’, often abbrel
viatcd to ‘Comp’ or ‘C’, has become part of a widely accepted canon of
grammatical categories not only {or English but for all languages, via ‘Universal
Grammar”. Like so many other categories it has a double identity, as a word,
class and as a position in abstract sentence—structure. It is the class to which
words such as that, yf whether and for (the for which precedes an inﬁnitive) are
said to belong. I shall reserve the name ‘complementiser’ for this word-class.
It is also the position at the head of the sentence (in both senses of ‘head’),
otherwise described as the abstract functional category which heads the ‘CP’
(alias ‘sentence’) and which may be phonologically empty. The structure in
(1) illustrates this analysis In the tcxtl shall call this abstract
position ‘Comp’.
These assumptions are standard in Chomskyan syntax (cg Haegeman 1991:
111), but the belief in the word—class ‘complementiser’goes much further (cg,
Gazdar et a1. 1985: 112).
In this chapter I shall question both these assumed categories I shall argue
that that whether and far do not all belong to the same wordeclass; speciﬁ—
cally, I shall suggest that whether is an interrogative pronoun, whereas either
the others are syneategorematic e belonging to no general word-class e or
they belong to the much bigger class that Quirk et al. call ‘subordinators’
(1985: 998). As for Comp, there is evidence against the reality of this assumed
abstract positionW’hateverstructural similarities the supposed complementi—
sers share, they also share with relative and interrogative pronouns, subordi—
nating conjunctions and even prepositions; and in the absence of an overt
complementiser, there are reasons for doubting the existence of an empty
Comp slots
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Classiﬁcation of that, if; whether andfor

I could call these four words ‘the so—called complementisers’, but for
brevity I shall call them just ‘the linkersl The motivation for grouping
them together in the ﬁrst place was the fact that they can all introduce a
clause which is the complement of a higher verb— hence the name
‘complementiser’ (Rosenbaum 1967). Relevant examples follow:
(2)

a. Ithink that it’s going to stop raining.
b. I wonder y it’s going to stop raining.
c. I wonder whetherit’s going to stop raining.
cl, I’m waitingfor it to
stop raining.

This similarity in itself does not prove that they all belong to the same word—
class, because there are many other words that can be used in the same way
(Le. to link a verb to a complement clause) 7 most obviously to (inﬁnitival
to), but also words like when and on:
(3)
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tago heme
Iwonder when it’s going to stop raining.
c. He insisted on going out.
a. I want

b
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It is true that an could have introduced an ordinary Noun Phrase instead of a
gcrundive clause, but it qualiﬁes as a linker because it links emitted to this
clause in the same way as the other words.
75 was one of the original complementiser list, as part of the compound
complementiserfor‘to, but these two words have now been firmly separated
into the complementiserﬁr and the non-complementiser to. No one has
ever suggested (so far as I know) that interrogative pronouns like when and pre—
positions like we should be reclassiﬁed as complementisers.
We can concludethat this class has never been designed to include all and
only the words which link a subordinate clause to the verb of a higher
clause. In fact, it looks suspiciously like a dustbin for the words which can
introduce a complement-clause but which do not seem to belong to any
other word-class such as ‘pronoun’ or ‘preposition’, rather than a word~class
which plays an essential role in the grammar.
This impression is conﬁrmed when we considerthe facts. The most important facts that involve the linkers are matters of valency e the valency of the
higher verb, and the valency of the linkers themselves. In both cases, the
facts tend to refer to speciﬁc words or inﬂectional categories, leaving little
room for generalisations in terms of word—classes.

Incidentally, it is these valency facts that show beyond reasonable doubt
that a linker is the head of the subordinate clause; in other words, the rest of
the subordinate clause, including its verb, is subordinate to the linker, and
not the other way round as in traditional analyses. The argument is simple,
and rests on a widely accepted principle: the only part of a word’s comple—
ment which is ‘visible’ to valency restrictions is its head word. It is clearly
the linkers that these restrictions apply to, and not some other part of the sub—
ordinate clause such as its verb. (The minor exception of ‘subjunctives’ will
be considered below) Therefore the linker must be the subordinate clause’s
head. This conclusion is generally accepted in generative grammar, and I
have no quarrel with it.

The valency of the linkers themselves

2.2

The linkers are related ‘upwards’ to the higher verb for the reasons
just stated, but they are also related ‘downwards’ to the verb of the subordinate
clause for rather similar reasons. Each linker restricts the kind of verb that is
possible after it, as shown in Table 5.1 and illustrated in (5).
a.

(S)

U"

2.1

The valency of the higher verb

Most verbs that allow a linker only allow one or two linkers; and I do
know
of a single verb that allows all four linkers. Here are some typical
not

.

9-!"
.

examples:

1“)?"

(4)
,
00‘???”

.

I believe Ihat it’s going to stop. (*whether, if, for)
whether / zfit’s going to stop. (*that, for)
I’m longing~[hr it to stop. (*that, whether, if)
I’m hoping that it’s going to stop (’far it to stop. (*whether, if)
I know that / whet/zer/ 9‘ it’s going to stop. (*for)

.

Iwonder

This simple obserwtion suggests that all the generalisations that need to be
made can and should be expressed in terms of individual words (relating indi—
vidual verbs to individual linkers), and none will refer to the class ‘linker’
(alias ‘complementiser’). We need to relate believe to thaf, and long to ﬁr, but
there are no verbs that are allowed to take simply ‘a complementiseri
It is true that all verbs that allow whether also allow f, and vice versa; but this
mini-generalisation does not justify lumping all four words together.
Furthermore, in almost every casel where these words are possible, it is also
possible to use an interrogative pronoun such as what or when instead, so the
generalisationthat needs to be expressed has nothing to do with the classiﬁcarion ofwhether and

y" as

linkers.
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Table

5.1

I know the! it ha; stopped raining. (tensed)
I insist thatthe council mamz'der its decision.
(subjunctive; example from Quirk et al. 1985: 155)
I wonder 9‘ it ha: stopped raining. (tensed)
I wonder whether ithar stopped raining. (tensed)
I’m wondering whether In take an umbrella. (to)
*I’m wondering 9'90 take an umbrella. (*to)
I’m longingﬁr it to stop raining. (to)
*I’rn longingfar itn‘op: raining. (*tensed)

Linker: and the ruhordihaz‘everb

‘linker’

following ‘verb’

that

tensed verb (or ‘subjunctivc’ )
tensed verb
tensed verb or 103

y"
whether

for

In

The main point about the facts in Table 5.1 is that each of the linkers is
unique. Each one allows a different range of words as the root of the rest
of the subordinate clause. This again suggests strongly that the category
‘complementiser’ cannot justify itself in terms of generalisations about the
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following verb. All the relevant facts are facts about individual words such
as thai, and not about all the linkers together.
Furthermore, with the exception of the marginal ‘subiunctive’, the range of
‘verbs’ that is allowed with the various linkers is precisely the same as we
find with other kinds of subordinating words, notably interrogative pro~
nouns. Most interrogative pronouns allow either a tensed verb or to, though
why is a lexical exception:
(6)

I don’t know when that he’s going.

But that is impossible after whether, which Henry takes as support for the
analysis of whether as a complementiser. The objection to this conclusion is
that it leaves our differences between whether and y’ unexplained The
alternative is to recognise It'hez‘her as an interrogative pronoun, and seek
another explanation for its incompatibilitywith that.
This rcgrouping of whefher (but not 1f) with the intertogative pronouns is
supported by another well~known fact (as well as by the obvious fact that it
starts with W'h). Like all the interrogative pronouns (including 11/13)), it can
occur in all the positions which allow nouns or Noun Phrases.4 In this
respect it differs from both that and gf Most obviously, it can occur as the
object of a preposition:
(8)

a. I’m thinking ahom‘u'heﬂ I should go.
I). I’m thinking ahaat whe/her I should go.
c. *I’m thinking (1/71)!”ij should go.
(I. *l’m thinking ahautz‘hat I should
go.

It can also occur as the object of verbs like dirtiest which in general have to be
Noun Phrases rather than subordinate clauses:
(9)

a. We

were discussing linguittirr
b. We were discussing whaf we should wear.
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c. We were discussing why we should go.
d. We were discussing whether we should go.
e.
f.

*We were discussing fwe should go.
*We were discussing that we should go.

Slightly less obviously, it can occur as an inverted subject:
(10)

What you wear matters a great deal.
does when you arrive.
b. So does whether you come with someone famous.
c. *So does If you come with someone famous.
d. *80 does that you behave well.
a. So

a. I’m wondering when I thou/d go. (tensed)
b. I’m wondering when lo go. (to)
c. I’m wondering why I rhnaldgo. (tensed)
d. *I’m wondering 11/11} to go.

Thus if there is any generalisation to be made, it applies to most interrogative
pronouns and to whether, but not to thal, y'orﬁm
This difference between wheiher and If is quite well known, and similar conclusions have been drawn by Chomskyan linguists as well, notably Kayne, fol~
lowing Larson (quoted in Henry 1992). It is true that Henry reports data
from Belfast English that appear to show the opposite. In Belfast, interroga—
tive pronouns can combine with lhrzt:
(7)

Competence without Comp 2

And of course it can occur as an ordinary subject as well, though this is also
possible for fhai:
(It)

a. When you arrive matters a great deal.
b. Whether you come alone matters a great deal.
c. *If you come alone matters a great deal.
d. That you behave well matters a great deal.

The facts reviewed so far suggest strongly that whether should be classiﬁed
as an interrogative pronoun, but that y’ and the other linkers should not
(Hudson 1990: 575). What can we say about the classification of the other linkers? The easiest one to deal with isfor, which is explicitly claimed to be a prea
position3 in Chomskyan analyses (e.g, Haegeman 1991: 155). This
classiﬁcation explains why a noun follows ﬁr, and it may well be correct.
Admittedly it does not in itself explain why there should also be a following
2‘0, which is not
part of the normal valency for a preposition, but there are
other prepositions which allow a second complement —fmm and with are
examples. Thusjrom NI’ m NP’ can6 be a single phrase, as witness (1221) where
fmm Londont‘a Edinhurgh is the focus of an it—cleft, a sure sign of a single phrase.
(12)

a.

It wasfmm London to Edinburgh that he walked.
him away that we managed to get any work done.

b. It was only with

In (12a)ﬁnm has two complements,Land”)! and in (Edinburgh), and likewise in
(lab), where the complements of with are him and awry/.7 The two-complement
pattern thus cannot be taken as evidence against treatingfor as a preposition,
so this analysis must remain on the agenda. Admittedly it is hard to produce
clearer evidence for this analysis, because there are very few clear tests for pre
positionhood,8 and none which are relevant here. But no other classification
seems obviously superior, so let’s assume, with GB, thatfor is a preposition.
The trouble with the Chomskyan analysis is that it does not address the
obvious questions: How can a single word be simultaneously a preposition
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and a complementiser? And if a phrase headed by a preposition is a PP rather
than a CI), why is not this also true of one headed by ﬁr?
What about the remaining linkers? The only words left on our list are that
and 2], but there is another wordeair) which could have been included
(though it is not generally recognised as a complementiser), 4: though. This is
used to introduce a complement clause after verbs like muud (Gisbome, in pre—
paration), instead of the expected that.
(15)

a.
b.

It seems at thaugh / that it’s going to rain.
It looks a; thaugh / *that it’s going to rain.

So what can we say about the classiﬁcation of thal, gfand at thaugh?
The most obvious fact about these words is that none ofthem is limited to
introducing the complement (or subject) of a higher verb.
(14)
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a. So many people came that! we had to turn some away
b. We’ll get wet If it rains.
c. He’s behaving as though he’s got a pain.

Admittedly y” and as though have different meanings in these other uses, so it
may he that we should recognise them as distinct homonyms. The same can—
not be said, however, of that, because its meaning seems to remain constant
(at zero); so at least this word seems to recur outside the strict
‘complernentiser’ position
If our linkers are the same words as we find in sentences like (14), then their
classiﬁcation ought to reﬂect this fact. But how? The distribution of that is
simply unique: there is no other word, for example, which can be used as
the complement of so as in (14a). In contrast, gf and atthaugh are used in (14) as
adjuncts of verbs, in much the same way as adverbs or prepositions. But this
does not in fact help with their classification because the classiﬁcation of
‘adverbs’ is notoriously messy, and remains one of the major challenges for
syntactic research, with Greenbaum’s contributions summarised in Quirk et
al. (1985) as one of the main stardngApoints. In particular, we cannot be sure
that a word is an adverb (or preposition) just because it can occur as an
adjunct of a verb.
However, it is important to beat in mind as background to this debate the
possibility that there is no word-class of ‘adverbs’. There is no reason to
believe that every word belongs to a major word—class; some words (eg. hello,
ah) are obvious candidates for classiﬁcation simply as ‘words’, or as members
of minor word-classes, with their own unique properties. It is possible that
words like that, If, for, although, heraui‘e, light and so on are also like this 7 in contrast with the word—classes ‘noun’, ‘verb’ and ‘adjective’ which strike me as
beyond reasonable doubt. The obvious candidate for classifying these words
is the traditional class ‘subordinating conjunction: but this is Virtually the
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only one of the traditional word—classes which generative linguists have generally not used. It is hard to think of relevant generalisations that could only
be made in terms of this class, so we cannot assume that it is a safe place for
us to pop our words into. In conclusion, it seems premature to try to classify
our linkers (other than whether and for), so the most conservative position is
to leave them unclassiﬁed.

3

The structural ‘position’

The second question is about the abstract position which has been
called ‘Comp’ since Bresnan (1970). This position may be occupied by the lin—
ker, but in the absence of a linker it is assumed still to be present, as an
abstract structural slot. This leaves two possibilities: either it is empty, or it is
ﬁlled by some word other than a linker. Both of these possibilities are
exploited in recent Chomskyan analyses.
3.1

Empty Comp
The standard assumption is that initial Wh—phrases are speciﬁers of
with Comp empty.

/\

Comp, i.e. they are just before it,
(1;)

Spec/\
.

.

.

CP

i

NP
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who

[]

C’

IP

you saw —

This analysis raises some problems. First, why should the speciﬁer of Comp
inﬂuence the selection of the complement of Comp, i.e. the IP?>9 As we
noted in (6), most of the interrogative pronouns allow either a tensed verb
or tn, but why allows only the former. This is odd, considering how indirect
the relation is between the specifier and complement positions.
Second, why should where and whelher both have the same effect on extraction, if they are in different positions (speciﬁer of Comp and Comp)? The following judgements are Radford’s (1981: 220):
(16)

a. *What might he ask where I hid?
b. *What might he ask whetherI hid?

4.8
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It would be much easier to explain this similarity if whm and whether were
related in the same way to the rest of the sentence; but such an analysis is
incompatible with one in which when and whether occupy distinct positions.
And third, why are preposed adjuncts possible at the start of a WhA
interrogative main clause whereas they have to follow an overt that in a
subordinate clause?
(17)

a.

Tomorrow what

[C

]

There is no reason to expect preposed adjuncts to stand in different positions
relative to Comp according to whether the clause concerned is embedded
or not. So if we make the standard assumptions about Comp and \Vh—
pronouns, we can locate Comp after what in (17a), which means in turn that
Comp follows the preposed adjunct tamarmw, and it is doubtful whether this
order can be reversed, as in (17b). But if we try to repeat this pattern in a sub—
ordinate clause, where Comp is overtly ﬁlled by that, we get the ungramrnatical sentence in (17d).10 To be grammatical, in this case the reverse order is
required: Comp followed by preposed adjunct.
The evidence suggests that the standard assumptions about Comp may be
wrong. The problem arises only because we assume an empty Comp, mark—
ing the position where that would supposedly have been. If we abandon that
assumption, then the problem disappears: whatever rules or principles are
responsible for the position of a preposed adjunct must simply ensure that it
follows that, and precedes aW’h—pronoun.
3.2

Filled Comp

Since Chomsky (1986) the Otherwise empty Comp node has been
available for the ‘operators’ of Quirk et al. (1985) i.e. tensed auxiliary verbs.
This has provided an apparently explanatory account of subject—auxiliary
inversion, which is now seen as the result of ‘inverting’ the auxiliary round
the subject and into the empty Comp position.

,

(18)

a. [c] He is ready.
b. [C Is] he [] ready?

One of the attractions of this analysis is said to be that it explains why inverted
auxiliaries never cooccur with overt complementisers.
A number of serious problems arise. First, is an inverted auxiliary an auxili«
ary or a complementiser?Put another way, if a tensed verb projects to a phrase
which reﬂects this classiﬁcation (eg. to Tense—P or IP), why doesn’t an
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inverted tensed verb also project to such a phrase, instead of to CP? This is the
same problem as the one we noted above in connection with for: how can a
word belong to two otherwise incompatibleword»classes at the same time?
Second, why is inversion impossible in subordinate clauses without overt
that?
(19)

*I know

a.

b. *I
c, *I

are you going to wear?

b. ?What [C ] tomorrow are you going to wear?
c. He told me [c that] tomorrow he’s going to wear a suit.
d. *He told me tomorrow in that] he’s going to wear a suit.

.9

that] is he ready.
know [c] is be ready.
know [C is] he ready

If the explanation

[1;

that Comp is actually ﬁlled, though inaudibly, then why
does this ﬁller not block extraction out of subject position in ‘Comp—trace’
examples? For instance, the standard GB explanation for the difference
betweenthe sentences in (20) is that the Comp ﬁlled by overtthat is fundamentally different from the unﬁlled one, to the extent that only the ﬁlled one
acts as a barrier to government. If Comp in (20a) is genuinely empty, it is
hard to see why it could not, in principle, have been ﬁlled by raising the
tensed auxiliary into it.
(20)

a.
b.

is

Who do you think [c ] will come?
*Who do you think [c that] will come?

Third, why is inversion in fact compatible with an overt that, contrary to the
original claims?
(21)

I

admit [c that] only here dear it rain every day.

The inversion in this example is triggered by the initial negative nah; accord
ing to very general rules which ignore the initial that. The problem is well
known to Chomskyan linguists (though not widely publicised in textbooksl), and various solutions have been suggested, but so far without success. For example, Authier (1992) suggests that only hm doar it rain ever] day is a
CP, so that is allowed to have either an IP or a CP as its complement. The solu~
tion creates as many problems as it solves, because it has to stipulate that a
CP complement must have an inversion—trigger like nah in its speciﬁer, and
must not have an overt complementiser.
The last problem is that inversion is triggered by interrogative pronouns in
main clauses but not in subordinate clauses. If this is because there is some
general mechanism that somehow ﬁlls Comp in any subordinate clause,
then why are sentences like (22) possible?11
(22)

Here are the results, none of which mm we expecting.

Indeed, why should inversion be obligatory in mainWh-interrogatives,given
that the inversion is not necessary as a bearer of interrogative semantics? It
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because there
seems that inversion is triggered by the interrogative pronoun,
12
how
allow
come:
does
that
least
not
it,
Is at
one pronoun
.

-

(25)

a.

b

How come this is grammatical?

*How come is this grammatical?
*Why this is grammatical?
d. Why is this grammatical?

c.

modern grammars has always been uncertain. Nor need we restrict the comA
parison to words that subordinate one verb to another; if we generalise to
those which link other word-classes we can bring in all the preposinons
as well. In this broader context, the notion ‘complementiser’ dwindles into
insigniﬁcancc as a very special case of a much more general, and interesting,
pattern.

These subtleties are very hard to reconcile with the Chomskyan assumption
that inversion is simply the result of optionally moving an auxiliary into an
empty Comp position.

Notes
I.

4

Conclusion

I have suggested that the four words that, If, whether and ﬁr do not
comprise a word-class. Their syntactic behaviour is controlled by rules
which refer to them as individual words, not by rules that refer to the category ‘complementiser’. I have also argued that assuming the abstract syntactic
position called ‘Comp’, with the properties that are typically assigned to it, cre—
ates more problems than it solves. If my arguments are valid, there is no justi—
fication for postulating either a word-class ‘complementiser’, containing just
that, if, whether, for and (possibly) a: thaugh, or a syntactic position ‘Comp’
which is typically ﬁlled by a member of this non-class,
Where, then, does this very negative discussion leave us? As far as the list of
word—classes is concerned, it returns us to the traditional View, in which
‘complementiser’ has no place. This is one of the innovations of modern linguistics, but in my view it is an invention rather than a discovery; traditional
grammarians were right not to recognise it. (I would say the same about the
other major innovative word-class, ‘determiner’, but that is a different
story/.13) The same is true for the supposed ‘position’ called ‘Comp’; traditional
grammarians ignored it and were right to do so.
On the other hand, the ViCW of structure that survives is a deﬁnite advance
on traditional views, now that we can distinguish ‘heads’ and ‘complements’.
In an example like I know that he tame, we can recognise know as the head of
that (or, changing terminology, as the head of its own phrase, with the phrase
headed by that as its complement); and we can recognise the same relation
repeated between that and its complement (the phrase headed by) mm. It is
in this sense that the word that is a ‘subordinator’, marking the following
clause as subordinate to the higher verb. But in this respect it is no different
from a host of other words, including not only interrogative pronouns but
also the traditional subordinating conjunctions like a/thaugh, whose status in
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The only exception that I know of is the verb doubt, which allows either If or
whether but not an interrogative pronoun; and signiﬁcantly, of course, it can
also take that without change of meaning (cf for example the entry at daaht4 in
Collin; Cohuild English Language Dittianau):

(i)

I doubt that /if,lwhether,l*when it will rain.

The so»callcd ‘subjunetive’ is at best marginal for most speakers, so it should
not be allowed to inﬂuence the analysis seriously It is true that the higher
verb determines whether the lower verb is tensed or subjunctive, which
suggests a direct link between them rather than the indirect one mediated by
that which lam assuming. One way to show this link is to distinguish a sub»
lexeme for that, that ,ubiunmvﬁ, which is selected by verbs such as inn}! and
which in turn selects a subjunctive inﬂection; but there are other possibilities
This pattern of selection is an exception to the general pattern, in which the
subordinate ‘verb’ is selected by the linker, and not by the higher verb; for
example, uhether allows ta but g'fdoes not, regardless of the higher verb.
5 I am including to among the list of ‘verbs’, but nothing hangs on the
classification of to. As in Chomskyan analyses, I assume that to takes a bare
infinitive as its (optional) complement, so there is no need to mention the
infinitive in this table (any more than we need to mention, say, the fact that
the tensed verb after that has to have an overt subject).
4. I am trying to balance between the majority view of syntax based on phrase—
structure and my own View which is based on dependencies between
individual words. In the former View the complement of a preposition is a
Noun Phrase, but in the latter it is a noun.
5, Actually, for is called a ‘prepositional complemenriser’, but this is presumably
a subtype of preposition, because it is only if it is a preposition thatfor can
assign Case to the following NR This terminological fudge obscures the
logical inconsistency of assigning far to two supposedly non—overlapping
word-classes at the same time.
6. Admittedly ‘70 NP’ can also be a separate phrase, as in From Landau he walker] ta
Edz'nhugh, but that is irrelevant.
7, It is common in GB to analyse the structure after with in examples like with
john away as a small clause 7 i.e. a single constituent. For a particularly clear
presentation of this position see Aarts (1992). There is clearly some kind of
subject—predicate relation between John and away, but the small-clause analysis

2.
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only one way of showing it, and maybe not the best way. A more
conservative analysis would relate both John and may directly to with, in which
case wi/h has two complements. Notice that all/[9' cannot be treated as a
modifier of Jnhn, because the sequence john aim}; in this semantic relation, is
possible only after with and various verbs (such as ﬁnd). Nor can we treat awry as
some kind of adverbial modifier of with, because it can be replaced by
virtually any word or phrase that can express a (stage-level, i.e. temporary)
predicate e.g. with John to rign the theqner, with jahnp/tyling, with john 17/.
Prepositions are surprisingly hard to identify because the main characteristic
of the class is a matter of subcategorisation (i.e. valency), namely the ability to
take an NP as complement. In all other word-classes this is a matter For
individual lexical items within the class; e. g. some verbs take an object, and
others do not, but we do not define verbs as words which can take an object.
There are very Few rules (if any) which apply to all PPs, and to no other
phrasal class. This makes it virtually impossible to decide conclusively
whetherfor, or any other word, is a preposition.
I am aware that the phrase that I have labelled ‘IP’ (‘Inﬂection Phrase’) is
now given a variety of different labels such as Tense-P and Agreement-P; the
labelling is not relevant to my argument here, so I have stuck to the relatively
simple label, old-fashioned though it is,
It is tempting to explain the badness of (17d) by invoking the principle
proposed in Chomsky (1986: 6) that bans all adjunction (by movement) to
complements. However, the same restriction applies to all subordinate
clauses, regardless of their function or position in sentence structure. The
following all seem to be equally bad:
*I wonder tomorrow what will happen
(i)
(ii) *Tomorrow what will happen is unclear
(iii) *It’s unclear tomorrow what will happen.
(iv) *I’m thinking about tomorrow what will happen.
*Thc big question is tomorrow what will happen.
(v)
(vi) *W’e’re considering the question tomorrow what will happen.
An example of this type was uttered by one of my colleagues, The style is
high, and the relative clause has to be non»restrictive, but native speakers
seem to agree that the pattern is possible.
The etymology of how mine is irrelevant, because that is no longer possible,
tome shows no agreement, and name is not an invertible auxiliary verb.
I tell the story in Hudson (1990: zGBff).
is

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
1}.
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